Husky Rack & Wire is the only RMI certified material handling products manufacturer to have dual certification for both pallet rack and wire deck. Husky Rack & Wire also provides technical and engineering support across an extensive product line that uses numerous punch styles, gauges and sizes to meet customers’ needs. As the originator and leader of the Guaranteed 48-Hour Quick-Ship Program, our distributors and their customers have come to expect quality products with unparalleled service.

**INVINCIBLE® RACK**

Husky Rack & Wire’s INVINCIBLE pallet rack features the industry standard teardrop punch and accepts most other teardrop style step beams. INVINCIBLE step beams feature our patented Bowlock safety clip. The Bowlock safety clip cannot be sprung or removed without first removing the load and step beam, but requires no special tools to purposely disengage. Upright frames are available in 3” x 1-5/8” (14-Gauge) and 3” x 3” (14, 13, 12, and 11-Gauges) posts with heights up to 46’-0”. Standard colors are green upright frames and orange step beams. Please contact your Regional Manager or our Inside Sales Department 800-438-5629 for other available color options (minimum quantities or slight up-charge may apply).

**LYNX® RACK**

Husky Rack & Wire’s LYNX pallet rack features a double slotted post, punched on 3-inch centers. LYNX pallet rack is compatible with similar designs of double slotted pallet rack. The integral safety catch mechanically locks into place when the step beam is properly seated. Upright frames are available in 3” x 1-5/8” (14-Gauge) and 3” x 3” (14-Gauge) posts, with heights up to 46’-0”. Standard colors are gray upright frames and yellow step beams. Please contact your Regional Manager or our Inside Sales Department for other available color options (minimum quantities or slight up charge may apply).
**RELIABLE® RACK**

Features a single keystone hole in the center of the upright face on a 3" centerline. Beams adjustable every 3". Beams from both sides share the same hole. Compatible with similar designs of keystone rack.

**RELIABLE® RACK**

Husky Rack & Wire’s RELIABLE pallet rack features a single keystone punch in the center of the upright frame post and is adjustable on 3-inch centers. Upright frames are available in 3" x 3" (14-Gauge) posts with heights up to 46'-0". Step beams from both sides share the same keystone punch. RELIABLE is compatible with similar designs of keystone pallet rack. Standard colors are gray upright frames and gray step beams. Please contact your Regional Manager or our Inside Sales Department for other available color options (minimum quantities or slight up-charge may apply).

**CABLE REEL**

Ideal for electrical supply dealers or anyone working with quantities of material dispensed using spools. Made using the same quality material and methods as our rack.

**Systems From Husky Rack & Wire**

From small back-room catwalk storage applications to large, complex rack-supported mezzanines to pick modules, Husky Rack & Wire provides the technical and engineering support required to design your fully engineered storage solution system. At Husky Rack & Wire, we have the expertise and capabilities to successfully design, engineer and manufacture your project. Services include design, engineering, application and seismic compliance.
WIRE DECK
Husky Rack & Wire is the only RMI certified pallet rack manufacturer to produce its own wire deck that also is R-Marked. This means that end users get a wire deck engineered to an exacting fit that meets the performance demands of professional material handlers. Husky’s wire deck is the solution for both new and existing selective pallet rack systems. Numerous designs are available for a variety of capacity and application needs. Installs quickly with no tools and is an excellent choice for facilities with sprinkler systems. Meets all fire and safety regulations.

NEW!

AISLE SHIELD
Prevent Materials from Falling into Aisles!
Manufactured with 8-Gauge welded wire and painted black, Husky Rack & Wire’s Aisle Shield is the economical solution to lift truck or personnel aisle safety. Aisle Shield’s flute-stiffened, welded wire provides aisle protection while keeping product fully visible and personnel safe. Unlike netting, which acts as a catch to falling products and is very difficult and time consuming to install, Aisle Shield prevents loose products from falling in the first place. Aisle Shield installs quickly, easily, and needs no tensioning.

RACK GUARD - Industry Standard
Prevent Materials from Falling into Aisles!
Manufactured with 8-Gauge welded wire in a 2” x 2” mesh pattern and welded to an angle frame, this product is painted Hi-Hide Yellow for a highly visible solution to aisle safety. The panels easily mount to pallet rack using spacer clips. Rack Guard will prevent loose product from falling into lift truck or personnel aisles, avoiding potential harm to employees, visitors, equipment and/or inventory.
**Invincible Wall Spacer**
Secures upright frames to walls for added strength and to help prevent overturning.

**Post Protectors**
Protects base of upright frames from lift trucks to minimize impact damage.

**Invincible Row Spacers**
Ties rows of rack together for proper alignment and added strength.

**Reliable or Lynx Rack Row Spacer**

**NOTE:** This product should only be used after securing the approval of your buildings registered structural P.E.

**Invincible Wall Spacer**
Secures upright frames to walls for added strength and to help prevent overturning.

**Reliable or Lynx Rack Wall Spacer**

**Fork Entry Bars**

**Flanged**

**Crossbars**
Spans gap between beams to help prevent beam spread.

**Drum Cradle**
Patented hook-type fastening design installs easily with no nuts or bolts and may be moved or expanded as future needs dictate. EZ Wire is designed with modularity and re-deployment in mind to account for almost any secure storage need, either permanent or temporary. Panel-to-post connections are made on the inside of EZ Wire security installations with drive pins, allowing for a much higher level of security than standard (bolted) wire partitioning. Posts are fabricated with 2-1/2” x 2-1/2”, 14-Gauge steel. The panels are 10-Gauge 1-1/2” x 1-1/2” diamond pattern wire mesh, woven into an angle frame. EZ Wire security partitioning is available with or without a ceiling. If a ceiling is needed, numerous configurations are available depending upon overall length and width of the desired layout. EZ Wire can also be used in instances where DEA specifications are applicable. Based upon the level of security needed, there are many industry recognized door and lock options available. EZ Wire is available in standard and custom sizes, with most popular sizes available through our 48-Hour Quick-Ship Program.

EZ WIRE®

Husky Rack & Wire’s standard Bolted Wire partitions are designed as modular sections, and are easily installed with common hand tools using included hardware. Partitions are interchangeable and may be removed and reused for modifying or expanding an installation. All industry recognized door and lock options are available. Husky Rack & Wire Bolted Wire partitions are widely recognized in the industry for their quality and wide range of applications. Many standard sizes are available in our 48-Hour Quick-Ship Program.

BOLTED WIRE
Velox’s non-progressive panels and patented hook-type fastening design allow for the fastest assembly in the industry, while providing easy access for maintenance and service of your robotics, machinery, or equipment. The line posts are 2-1/2" square tubular steel (14-Gauge) and are double the strength of 2" square commercial tubing. Posts are Hi-Hide Yellow finish. Velox meets all OSHA and RIA guidelines for perimeter guarding. Use Velox to enclose one machine, a work cell or an entire line. Standard and special configurations are available. Doors can be set for use with various types of interlocks to insure the safety of your personnel. Consult Husky Rack & Wire’s Inside Sales department or our Velox Product Channel Manager for expert assistance in designing your Velox solution to meet and exceed all your machinery safety and access requirements. All standard sizes are available in our 48-Hour Quick-Ship Program.
With our 48-Hour Quick Ship program, we guarantee our Quick Ship items leave our dock inside 48 hours, to ship anywhere in the continental United States. As a market leader in rapid, reliable delivery, Husky Rack & Wire has for decades kept its Quick Ship promise to benefit our customers.

* Exceptions to Guarantee: Delays due to acts of God, strikes, trucking service interruptions or international shipments. All orders are subject to credit department approvals. 48-Hour Quick Ship is based on order being received before 2:00 P.M. Eastern Standard Time. Call for pricing! Acknowledged QUICK SHIP orders not subject to price changes.

Terms and Conditions
Please refer to the Husky Rack & Wire Terms and Conditions of Sale, which is accessible at WWW.HUSKYRACKANDWIRE.COM/TERMS_AND_CONDITIONS.HTML, and which is incorporated by reference into this document.

Warranty Information
For warranty information applicable to all our products, refer to the Husky Rack & Wire Terms and Conditions of Sale, which are accessible at www.huskyrackandwire.com/terms_and_conditions.html
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